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Abstract—Whether Special educational students in a vocational school can work and integrate into this competitive society in the future, surely vocational skills teaching of vocational education is one of the elements of success. From the educational perspective, technical vocational education is through the implementation of skills test; for students’ perspective, there must be taken in account their interest in learning and employment needs. For Special educational students in a vocational school, if they can obtain C-level technical certificate, it will be a sure way to increase their self-confidence. After graduation, that can also increase student employment opportunities, and improve the success rate of employment. In the modern teaching environment, how to use information technology and how to appropriate all kinds of teaching technology or media into curriculum design and teaching methods --these have become a challenge for teachers. The purpose of this paper is to explore the effectiveness of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) in the application of C-level Technical Learning of Computer software applications for special educational students in a vocational school. The A-B-A-B reversion design of single test was used in the study, while the independent variable is computer-aided instruction teaching and dependent variable as learning effectiveness of the test. In this study, after four weeks of experiments, we found that the application of computer-aided instruction to train Special educational students in the computer software C-level technical learning, can improve student learning effectiveness.

Index Terms—Special educational student, computer-assisted instruction, technical certificate.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the educational environment, with the educational ideals of teaching and learning, those who are physically and mentally handicapped can enter the general high school for 12-year compulsory education. The students with mild mental retardation also have the opportunity to enter higher vocational education. This educational measure will allow physically and mentally handicapped students more time for career and independent living preparation as they transition from school to real life situation.

In accordance with the provisions of the Vocational School Law, the Special Education Law and its Enforcement Rules, The purpose of vocational special educational course

is to provide opportunities for people with mild mental retardation to attend the vocational program in order to cultivate the capacity of individuals, societies and professional adaptations to become an independent person [1].

Many studies have demonstrated and confirmed the working potential of persons with intellectual disabilities. With appropriate vocational education and training, they will be able to move into the job market, contribute to society and find self-confidence. In this competitive environment, where “the fittest is out of the way,” the mentally handicapped need to meet the job requirements in addition to the basic competencies required for their job [2]. The teaching programs and training in schools and vocational training institutions will enable disabled persons to acquire relevant vocational skills before employment. During the teaching period with physically and mentally handicapped students, researchers were deeply impressed by how successful these students have been in teaching and training for 12 years to be able to work smoothly in a competitive job market.

Skills certification system is used to evaluate the vocational education and training performance way, but also to ensure that the national labour standards approach [3]. The main purpose of the certification system is to measure the effectiveness of national vocational and technical education and vocational training, to improve the quality of the ability to work, to enhance and protect personal work opportunities and rights, and to meliorate the social status of individuals [4].

From a practical perspective, the implementation of the certification will provide the employees with a certain standard of technical capacity, and to ensure product quality, as well as to protect public health and reduce the occurrence of occupational disasters [5]. From an educational perspective, technical vocational education through the implementation of skills test, it will accommodate students’ interest in learning and employment needs [6].

Therefore, for special educational students in a vocational school, if they can obtain a C-level technical certificate, it will be sure to increase their self-confidence. After graduation, it can also increase student employment opportunities, and improve the success rate of employment. However, from the practical working experience view of a researcher, with special educational students in a vocational school participating in a C-level technical test certificate, half of these students have a problem in the technical operation course. So these students in the technical operation course need some special learning strategies to help them pass the technical examination. For example, Repeating exercises in
the course of technical operational learning activities. Also teachers must use a number of strategies to show these techniques to facilitate technical operational learning.

Reference [7] pointed out that the future development trend of special education is necessarily needed in computer science and technology. Reference [8] believed that the computer science and technology is essential for special education, especially so in computer-assisted teaching software and equipment development and application. The use of computers to assist students in learning has become a new teaching trend. Computers can provide multiple sensory stimuli, which can attract students' attention, enhance learning motivation and improve their learning through vivid pictures, text symbols and sounds [9]-[11].

For students with mental retardation, stored information in a short period of time is rather limited and often forgotten are the skills just learned. Special assistance and teaching is required for development of individual differently in the skills just learned. Special assistance and teaching is a short period of time is rather limited and often forgotten are pictures, text symbols and sounds [9]-[11].

The dependent variable of this study was the results of the C-level technical learning in the computer software application, while the score of the skill test was used to calculate the scores of the subjects.

C. Study Subjects

From the special education classes of a certain senior vocational high school a willing student was selected, as a computer-assisted teaching experimenter. The basic information of the subjects is shown in Table I as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>C-level written test results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The experimenter</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Research Tool

Computer Assisted Multimedia: A multimedia CD was provided to the subject by the researcher and instructs the subject how to use the multimedia.

Learning Performance Test: The experimenter was scored using the technical Scoreboard to calculate.

Computer-Assisted Instruction Interview: In order to understand the experimenter’s perception and understanding of "computer-assisted instruction", participants were interviewed.

Experimental design:

- Baseline period (A1): This stage did not implement the intervention strategy, only the implementation of the baseline phase of the test. This study was designed with a single subject, so a minimum of three trials were performed during the baseline phase prior to strategy intervention. The primary purpose was to assess the performance of the subject’s original learning outcome in order to obtain stable baseline data. When the baseline data of the subject was stabilized, then he was involved in the computer-assisted instruction process. There was a test-question group for each test time, three times during a total test.
- Experimental treatment period (B1): In this study, the computer-assisted multi-media teaching experiment was a computer-assisted multimedia teaching to the subject, and instructed the subject how to use the system. Individual observation and study were conducted to explore the effect of computer-assisted instruction on the learning outcomes of participants. There was a test-question group for each test time, six times during a total test.
• Baseline period (A2): This stage did not implement the intervention strategy, only the implementation of the baseline phase of the test. This study was designed with a single subject, so a minimum of three trials were performed during the baseline phase prior to strategy intervention. The primary purpose was to assess the performance of the subject’s learning outcome in order to obtain stable baseline data. When the baseline data of the subject was stabilized, then he was involved in the computer-assisted instruction process. There was a test-question group for each test time, at least three times during a total test.

• Experimental treatment period (B2): In this study, the computer-assisted multi-media teaching experiment was a computer-assisted multimedia teaching session with the subject, and instructed the subject how to use the system. Individual observation and study were conducted to explore the effect of computer-assisted instruction on the learning outcomes of participants. There was a test-question group for each test time, six times during a total test.

Data analysis:
Data from this study was analyzed using the "visual analysis" and "C statistics" of a single experimental design to understand the changes in subjects who did not receive computer-assisted instruction and those who did receive computer-assisted instruction to analyze the effects of the experiment. After the end of the experimental study, the experimenter was interviewed to understand the feelings and views of the students after receiving computer-assisted whole process of learning.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fractional Graph Analysis of C-Level Technical Test in the Baseline and Treatment Period

The subject participating in this experiment, the test scores at the baseline period A1, the treatment period B1, the baseline period A2, and the treatment period B2, as shown in Fig. 1.

At baseline A1, experimenter scored 49, 53, 51 points in C–level technical test. In the treatment period B1, the C-level technical test results appear to increase the situation, to the ninth evaluation, which reached 74 points. When entering the baseline period A2, the score dropped to 52 points. However after entering the treatment period B2, the C-level technical test score increased to 78 points. This indicated that the increase in the score of C-level technical test of the experimenter was due to the treatment of computer-assisted multimedia application. In short, the study found that the computer-assisted multimedia application presented the effectiveness of the experimenter. The experimenter in the baseline period C-level technical test scores remained a stable performance, significantly increased the score of the treatment period, showing Computer-assisted instruction had a good effect on the experimenter’s C-level technical test.

B. The Visual Analysis Results of Baseline and Treatment Periods

1) Visual analysis of the subject during each phase of the experiment

Table II was a summary of the results of the visual analysis of the subject at each stage of the experiment. The experimenter in the baseline A1 had a first score of 49 and a final score of 51, the level change was +2. This showed that the experimenter in the baseline A1 had a stable trend, range of 53 to 49 points and the performance level was also very stable.
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Fig. 1. The score of C-level technical test of the subject in the different period A1, B1, A2, B2.

After entering the treatment period B1, the performance of the trend was stable, showing that the score in the C-level technical test was stability. The high score of 76 points, the lowest score of 68 points, the standard range was from 76 to 68 points. In the treatment period B1, the score of the first evaluation was 70, and the score of the last evaluation was 74, so that the level change was +4. The mean level of performance B1 in the treatment period was 72 points higher than the average score 51 in the baseline period A1.

| TABLE II: SUMMARY OF THE VISUAL ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT DURING THE VARIOUS STAGES OF THE EXPERIMENT |
|-------------------------------------------------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
| Stage order | Baseline Period A1 | Treatment Period B1 | Baseline Period A2 | Treatment Period B2 |
| Stage length | 3 | 6 | 3 | 6 |
| Trend Forecast | | | | |
| Trend Stability | 100% | 100% | 100% | 100% |
| Performance level | 51 | 72 | 52 | 74 |
| Level Stability | 100% | 100% | 100% | 100% |
| Standard Range | 51-49 | 76-68 | 53-51 | 76-68 |
| Level change | +2 | +4 | -1 | +10 |

Note:
1. "Stage Length" means the number of times of evaluation.
2. "Performance Trends" "+" indicates steady trend; "-" indicates trend increases.
3. "Performance Level" represents the average correct rate for each stage.
4. "Trend Stability" and "Stable Stability" Refer to [12], 85% as a benchmark, more than 85% for the stability, less than 85% for the change.
5. "Level Range" is the lowest point and the highest point in this stage.
6. "Level change" means the performance gap between the first day and the last day of the period.

The experimenter had a range of 53 to 51 points at baseline A2, showing a stable trend and stable performance; the baseline score of A2 was 52 for the first time and the final score of 51 for the baseline period, the level change was -1.
points.
After entering the treatment period B2, the performance of the trend was stable, showing its smooth grade in the C-level technical test. The average performance score of the treatment period B2 was 74 points higher than the average score, 52, points of the baseline period A2. The highest score of 78 points, the lowest score of 68 points in the treatment period B2, so the standard range from 78 to 68 points. In the treatment period B2, the score of the first evaluation is 68 points, and the score of the last evaluation is 78 points, so the level change was +10.

2) The results of the visual analysis of changes in the experimenter between adjacent stages

Table 3 was a summary of the results of the visual analysis of changes in the experimenter between adjacent stages. The data of table 3 showed that the trend of the baseline period A1 to the treatment period B1 was stable. The subject had a change of +19 between the stages in which the baseline period A1 entered the treatment period B1. The difference between the score of the last evaluation in the baseline period A1 of 51 and the score of the first evaluation of the treatment B1 of 70 was +19. Performance level of overlap of 0%, showing that the improvement of C-level technical test results of the experimental treatment was very effective.

It was also known that the trend of the baseline period A2 to the treatment period B2 was smooth. The subject’s score varied by +17 between the baseline period A2 entered into the treatment period B2. That is, the score of the last evaluation of the baseline period A2 was 51 points and the first assessment score of the treatment period B2 was 68 points. The overlap of the performance levels was 0%, indicating that the experimental treatment was very effective in improving the C-level technical test.

Based on the results of visual analysis, at the baseline period, the experimenter’s scores were maintained at a steady state, into the treatment period, in the C-level technical test grade increased significantly. Therefore, its effectiveness to computer-assisted application teaching strategy on improving the C-level technical test scores.

3) The results of simplified time series analysis

In this study, simplified time-series analysis [13] was applied. That is, C statistics to assist visual analysis and Z scores to show the test results. The C statistic was intended to test the significance of trend changes in time series data, when the Z score was not significant, it indicated that the data point was stable. If the Z score was significant, it indicated that the data point had obvious trend. C Statistics was not only testing the data points of each stage but also testing the combining two stages whether stable or not. When the baseline and treatment periods were combined, the data were tested to be significant, indicating a significant trend in experimental processing.

The results of the simplified time series analysis of the experimenter within and between the stages were shown in Table 4, Summary Table of the Simplified Time Series of the Subject. The performance analysis of the experimenter during the baseline period A1 and the treatment period B1, the statistical analysis results of the Z value was 2.53, up to .01 statistical level. And the performance analysis between the baseline period A2 and the treatment period B2, the statistical analysis results of the Z value was 2.82, up to .01 statistical level. These mean that the experimenter in the baseline period and treatment period for the C-level technical test score was presented on the continuous progress. That is, the experimental of computer-assisted instruction had a significant effect. The results of this study are consistent with [9] and [11].

Based on a result of the simplified time series analysis of the performance analysis of the two stages of the baseline period and the treatment period, after the intervention of computer-assisted instruction, the experimenter showed a significant upward trend and a positive treatment effect on the performance of the C-level technical test. Furthermore, the experimenter’s performance at the baseline and treatment periods was stable. Therefore, the results of the simplified time series analysis were consistent with the results of the visual analysis.

4) Subject's view of computer-assisted instruction
The C-level Technical test of Computer Software Application had 15 question-groups, and each question-group had three parts. When the teacher instructed steps of C-level technical test every time, the experimenter needed to remember all steps. Unfortunately, the experimenter always forgot the process steps or did not know how to remember them. On the other hand, Multimedia teaching materials was divided into three parts of each question-group, the experimenter could pause multimedia learning at any time, special when the experimenter did not understand the steps, he could repeat to see again. And a step-by-step exercise, it was easy to remember the steps of each question-group. The teacher gave multimedia materials, the preparing C-level technical test became a lot easier, and the results were better.

In the process, the researcher observed that students showed a strong sense of participation in computer-assisted instruction. The result of [14] study indicated that computer-assisted instruction (CAI) was more effective than traditional teaching in that it can arouse students' interest in learning, less learning frustration and improve learning attitude. This study also found the same as The result of [14] study.

V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

The subject receiving computer-assisted multimedia teaching was able to maintain a steady range of performance at baseline period. Into the treatment period, the grade of the C-level technical test has increased significantly. That is, in the treatment period, C-level technical test scores of the subject increased.

Therefore, this study showed that the computer-assisted multimedia teaching had improved the results of treatment score, such computer-assisted teaching can enhance the effectiveness of C-level technical test of the degree of mild mental retardation students.

B. Suggestion

1) On teaching aspect

This study found that mild mental retardation students in the process of receiving computer-assisted teaching, the C-level technical test scores had been significantly improved. As long as these kinds of students were familiar with the use of computer-assisted teaching, they could also get the C-level technical certificate as other normal students. Therefore, the C-level technical training of the mild mental disable students should be integrated into the computer-assisted multimedia teaching strategies.

2) Suggestions for future research

In this study, computer-assisted instruction (CAI) was implemented using a single subject approach, and in the future, experimental teaching methods can be used to gain a better understanding of the effects of computer-assisted learning.

This study was based on the computer software C-level technical training as the research area. Further study can be used in other C-level technical training as the study target to understand whether computer-assisted teaching is useful for other subjects of learning.

The subject of this study was a student with mild mental disablement. In the future, Study may be tried to see if computer-assisted multimedia teaching is appropriate for students with other types of obstructions.
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